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Japanese

Japanese (Japan)
New:
First Person Singular by Haruki Murakami
The eight stories in this new book are all told in the first person by a classic
Murakami narrator. From memories of youth, meditations on music, and an
ardent love of baseball, to dreamlike scenarios and invented jazz albums, together
these stories challenge the boundaries between our minds and the exterior world.
Occasionally, a narrator may or may not be Murakami himself. Is it memoir or
fiction? The reader decides. Philosophical and mysterious, the stories in First Person Singular all
touch beautifully on love and solitude, childhood and memory. . . all with a signature Murakami
twist.

Heaven by Mieko Kawakami
Hailed as a bold foray into new literary territory, Kawakami’s novel is told in the
voice of a 14-year-old student who subjected to relentless torment for having a
lazy eye. Instead of resisting, the boy chooses to suffer in complete resignation.
The only person who understands what he is going through is a female
classmate who suffers similar treatment at the hands of her tormentors.

There’s No Such Thing as an Easy Job by Kikuo Tsumura
A young woman walks into an employment agency and requests a job that has the
following traits: it is close to her home, and it requires no reading, no writing, and
ideally, very little thinking. Her first gig--watching the hidden-camera feed of an
author suspected of storing contraband goods--turns out to be inconvenient. (When
can she go to the bathroom?) Her next gives way to the supernatural: announcing
advertisements for shops that mysteriously disappear. As she moves from job to job--writing
trivia for rice cracker packages; punching entry tickets to a purportedly haunted public park--it
becomes increasingly apparent that she's not searching for the easiest job at all, but something
altogether more meaningful. When she finally discovers an alternative to the daily grind, it
comes with a price.

The Phone Booth at the Edge of the World by Laura Imai Messina
When Yui loses both her mother and her daughter in the tsunami, she begins to mark
the passage of time from that date onward: Everything is relative to March 11, 2011,
the day the tsunami tore Japan apart, and when grief took hold of her life. Yui
struggles to continue on, alone with her pain. Then, one day she hears about a man
who has an old disused telephone booth in his garden. There, those who have lost
loved ones find the strength to speak to them and begin to come to terms with their
grief. As news of the phone booth spreads, people travel to it from miles around.
Soon Yui makes her own pilgrimage to the phone booth, too. However, once there she cannot
bring herself to speak into the receiver. Instead, she finds Takeshi, a bereaved husband whose
own daughter has stopped talking in the wake of her mother's death.

Bestsellers:
Kaftka on the Shore by Haruki Murakami
Kafka Tamura runs away from home at fifteen, under the shadow of his father's dark
prophesy. The aging Nakata, tracker of lost cats, who never recovered from a bizarre
childhood affliction, finds his pleasantly simplified life suddenly turned upside down.
Their parallel odysseys are enriched throughout by vivid accomplices and
mesmerizing dramas. Cats converse with people; fish tumble from the sky; a ghostlike pimp
deploys a Hegel-spouting girl of the night; a forest harbors soldiers apparently un-aged since
WWII. There is a savage killing, but the identity of both victim and killer is a riddle.

The Memory Police by Yoko Ogawa
A deft and dark Orwellian novel about the terrors of state surveillance, from the
acclaimed author of The Housekeeper and the Professor On an unnamed island off
an unnamed coast, things are disappearing. First, animals and flowers. Then objects-ribbons, bells, photographs. Then, body parts. Most of the island's inhabitants fail
to notice these changes, while those few imbued with the power to recall the lost objects live in
fear of the mysterious 'memory police,' who are committed to ensuring that the disappeared
remain forgotten. When a young novelist realizes that more than her career is in danger, she
hides her editor beneath her floorboards, and together, as fear and loss close in around them,
they cling to literature as the last way of preserving the past.

The Tale of Genji by Murasaki Shikibu
Genji, the son of the emperor, is the talk of the Kyoto nobility for his charm and
good looks, yet he cannot stop himself from pursuing an unobtainable object of
desire: his father's young and beautiful bride. Following the tragic consequences
of his obsession, Genji wanders from one affair to another, always seeking some
sort of completion to his life.

Territory of Light by Yuko Tsushima
It is spring. A young woman, left by her husband, starts a new life in a Tokyo
apartment. Territory of Light follows her over the course of a year, as she struggles
to bring up her two-year-old daughter alone. Her new home is filled with light
streaming through the windows, so bright she has to squint, but she finds herself plummeting
deeper into darkness, becoming unstable, untethered. As the months come and go and the
seasons turn, she must confront what she has lost and what she will become.

Convenience Store Woman by Sayaka Murata
Keiko Furukura had always been considered a strange child, and her parents always worried
how she would get on in the real world, so when she takes on a job in a convenience
store while at university, they are delighted for her. For her part, in the convenience
store she finds a predictable world mandated by the store manual, which dictates
how the workers should act and what they should say, and she copies her
coworkers' style of dress and speech patterns so that she can play the part of a normal person.
Eighteen years later however, she is still in the same job, has never had a boyfriend, and has
only few friends. She feels comfortable in her life, but is aware that she is not living up to
society's expectations and causing her family to worry about her. When a similarly alienated
but cynical young man comes to work in the store, he will upset Keiko's contented stasis for
better?

Silence by Shusaku Endo
Seventeenth-century Japan: Two Portuguese Jesuit priests travel to a country hostile to their
religion, where feudal lords force the faithful to renounce their beliefs.
Eventually captured and forced to watch their Japanese Christian brothers lay
down their lives for their faith, the priests bear witness to unimaginable
cruelties that test their own beliefs. Shusaku Endo is one of the most
celebrated and well-known Japanese fiction writers of the twentieth century,
and Silence is widely considered his great masterpiece.

Mysteries & Thrillers:
The Tokyo Zodiac Murders by Shoji Shimada
Astrologer, fortuneteller, and self-styled detective Kiyoshi Mitarai must solve a
macabre murder mystery that has baffled Japan for 40 years—in just one week. With
the help of his freelance illustrator friend, Kiyoshi sets out to answer the questions
that have haunted the country ever since: Who murdered the artist Umezawa, raped and killed
his daughter, and then chopped up the bodies of six others to create Azoth, ‘the perfect
woman’?

The Devotion of Suspect X by Keigo Higashino (Detective Galileo)
Yasuko Hanaoka is a divorced, single mother who thought she had finally escaped
her abusive ex-husband Togashi. When he shows up one day to extort money from
her, threatening both her and her teenaged daughter Misato, the situation quickly
escalates into violence and Togashi ends up dead on her apartment floor.
Overhearing the commotion, Yasuko's next-door neighbor, middle-aged high school
mathematics teacher Ishigami, offers his help, disposing not only of the body but plotting the
cover-up step-by-step.

The Thief by Fuminori Nakamura
The Thief is a seasoned pickpocket. Anonymous in his tailored suit, he weaves in
and out of Tokyo crowds, stealing wallets from strangers so smoothly sometimes he
doesn’t even remember the snatch. Most people are just a blur to him, nameless
faces from whom he chooses his victims. He has no family, no friends, no
connections.... But he does have a past, which finally catches up with him when
Ishikawa, his first partner, reappears in his life, and offers him a job he can’t refuse. It’s an easy
job: tie up an old rich man, steal the contents of the safe. No one gets hurt. Only the day after
the job does he learn that the old man was a prominent politician, brutally killed after the
robbery. Now the Thief is caught in a tangle even he might not be able to escape.

Ashes by Kenzo Kitakata
The vice and virtues of middle age are espied with an eagle eye in this hardboiled story
about a mid-career gangster. Unfolding through chiseled sketches and run through
with tantalizing motifs, Kitakata's masterpiece follows the fortunes of a yakuza mobster
as his moment of truth approaches. Cool, real, and cleansing, Ashes is a literary tonic.

India

New:
Incense and Sensibilty by Sonali Dev
Indian American gubernatorial candidate Yash Raje is in the throes of a closely
contested campaign in California when a rally is derailed by bigotry and violence.
Yash escapes relatively unscathed, but when he learns that Abdul, his bodyguard
and friend, continues to battle for his life in the hospital, he is too numb and shaken
to resume work. Since he clearly needs help, his family recommends yoga therapist
and stress management coach India Dashwood. But meeting each other is bound to be painful
for India and Yash: After a night of deeply personal and intense exchanges a decade ago, their
fledgling relationship ended abruptly. Although India has a lot on her plate, her natural
generosity and Yash's obvious plight mean that she cannot turn him away. As India gently prods
him into reconciling with a traumatic past, Yash begins to see his present with sharp clarity. But
he must make some hard decisions before he can create the future he has envisioned.

Languages of Truth by Salaman Rushdie
Salman Rushdie is celebrated as a storyteller of the highest order, illuminating
truths about our society and culture through his gorgeous, often searing prose.
Now, in his latest collection of nonfiction, he brings together insightful and
inspiring essays, criticism, and speeches that focus on his relationship with the
written word and solidify his place as one of the most original thinkers of our
time. Gathering pieces written between 2003 and 2020, Languages of
Truth chronicles Rushdie's intellectual engagement with a period of momentous cultural shifts.

Unifished: A Memoir by Priyanka Chopra
A remarkable life story rooted in two different worlds, Unfinished offers insights
into Priyanka Chopra Jonas's childhood in India; her formative teenage years in
the United States; and her return to India, where against all odds as a newcomer
to the pageant world, she won the national and international beauty
competitions that launched her global acting career. Whether reflecting on her
nomadic early years or the challenges she has faced as she has doggedly
pursued her calling, Priyanka shares her challenges and triumphs with warmth
and honesty. The result is a book that is philosophical, sassy, inspiring, bold, and rebellious. Just
like the author herself.

The Dating Plan by Sarah Desai
Daisy Patel is a software engineer who understands lists and logic better than
bosses and boyfriends. With her life all planned out, and no interest in love,
the one thing she can't give her family is the marriage they expect. Left with
few options, she asks her childhood crush to be her decoy fiancé. Liam
Murphy is a venture capitalist with something to prove. When he learns that
his inheritance is contingent on being married, he realizes his best friend's
little sister has the perfect solution to his problem. A marriage of convenience
will get Daisy's matchmaking relatives off her back and fulfill the terms of his late grandfather's
will. If only he hadn't broken her tender teenage heart nine years ago...

Bestsellers:
Secrets Between Us by Thrity Umrigar
Poor and illiterate, Bhima had faithfully worked for the Dubash family, an
upper-middle-class Parsi household, for more than twenty years. Yet after
courageously speaking the truth about a heinous crime perpetrated against
her own family, the devoted servant was cruelly fired. The sting of that
dismissal was even more painful coming from Sera Dubash, the
temperamental employer who had long been Bhima's only confidante. A
woman who has endured despair and loss with stoicism, Bhima must now find
some other way to support herself and her granddaughter, Maya. Bhima's fortunes take an
unexpected turn when her path intersects with Parvati, a bitter, taciturn older woman. The two
acquaintances soon form a tentative business partnership, selling fruits and vegetables at the
local market. As they work together, these two women seemingly bound by fate grow closer,
confessing to each other the truth about their lives and the wounds that still haunt them.
Discovering her first true friend, Bhima weaves a new life, and together the two women learn
to stand on their own

The God of Small Things by Roy Arundhati
Arundhati Roy's modern classic is equal parts powerful family saga, forbidden
love story, and piercing political drama. The seven-year-old twins Estha and Rahel
see their world shaken irrevocably by the arrival of their beautiful young cousin,
Sophie. It is an event that will lead to an illicit liaison and tragedies accidental and
intentional, exposing "big things that] lurk unsaid" in a country drifting
dangerously toward unrest. Lush, lyrical, and unnerving, The God of Small
Things is an award-winning landmark that started for its author an esteemed career of fiction
and political commentary that continues unabated.

Sea of Poppies by Amitav Ghosh
At the heart of this vibrant saga is a vast ship, the Ibis. Her destiny is a tumultuous voyage
across the Indian Ocean shortly before the outbreak of the Opium Wars in China. In
a time of colonial upheaval, fate has thrown together a diverse cast of Indians and
Westerners on board, from a bankrupt raja to a widowed tribeswoman, from a
biracial American freedman to a free-spirited French orphan. As their old family ties
are washed away, they, like their historical counterparts, come to view themselves
as jahaj-bhais, or ship-brothers. The vast sweep of this historical adventure spans the lush
poppy fields of the Ganges, the rolling high seas, and the exotic backstreets of Canton.

The White Tiger by Aravind Adiga
The white tiger of this novel is Balram Halwai, a poor Indian villager whose great
ambition leads him to the zenith of Indian business culture, the world of the Bangalore
entrepreneur. On the occasion of the president of China’s impending trip to Bangalore,
Balram writes a letter to him describing his transformation and his experience as driver
and servant to a wealthy Indian family, which he thinks exemplifies the contradictions
and complications of Indian society. The White Tiger is narrative genius with a mischief
and personality all its own. Amoral, irreverent, deeply endearing, and utterly contemporary,
this novel is an international publishing sensation—and a startling, provocative debut.

Whereabouts by Jhumpa Lahiri
Exuberance and dread, attachment and estrangement: in this novel, Jhumpa
Lahiri stretches her themes to the limit. In the arc of one year, an unnamed
narrator in an unnamed city, in the middle of her life's journey, realizes that
she's lost her way. The city she calls home acts as a companion and interlocutor:
traversing the streets around her house, and in parks, piazzas, museums, stores,
and coffee bars, she feels less alone. We follow her to the pool she frequents,
and to the train station that leads to her mother, who is mired in her own
solitude after her husband's untimely death. Among those who appear on this
woman's path are colleagues with whom she feels ill at ease, casual
acquaintances, and "him," a shadow who both consoles and unsettles her. Until one day at the
sea, both overwhelmed and replenished by the sun's vital heat, her perspective will abruptly
change.

Train to Pakistan by Khushwant Singh
The novel commences with a description of Mano Majra, a little village with Muslim
and Sikh population that suddenly becomes a part of the border between Indian and
Pakistan. An idyllic and peaceful village, Mano Majra resorted to love and harmony
even at the face of all odds till external forces come and disrupted all the harmony.
When a train filled with dead bodies of Sikhs and Hindus arrive in Mano Majra. Riots
and strikes reached a high with the Sikhs and Hindus being on one side and the
Muslims on the other. Torn between them and their vested interests are two
people—Juggut and Iqbal, the former being a criminal and the latter being a western
educated fellow on a mission to reform the society. Also underlying it is a love story that
transcends all religion and odds.
.

Mysteries:
The Widows of Malabar Hills by Sujata Massey (Perveen Mistry Series)
Bombay, 1921: Perveen Mistry, the daughter of a respected Zoroastrian family, has just joined
her father's law firm, becoming one of the first female lawyers in India. Armed
with a law degree from Oxford, Perveen is devoted to championing and
protecting women's legal rights. When the firm of Mistry Law is appointed to
execute the will of Mr. Omar Farid, a wealthy Muslim mill owner who has left
three widows behind, Perveen notices something strange. All three of the wives
have signed over their full inheritance to a charity. What will they live on if they
forfeit what their husband left them? Perveen is suspicious. Is an unscrupulous guardian taking
them advantage of them? When Perveen tries to investigate, and suddenly tensions escalate to
murder. Now it is her responsibility to figure out what really happened on Malabar Hill.

A Rising Man by Abir Mukherjee (Sam Wyndham Series)
Calcutta, 1919. Captain Sam Wyndham, former Scotland Yard detective, is a new
arrival to Calcutta. Desperately seeking a fresh start after his experiences during
the Great War, Wyndham has been recruited to head up a new post in the police
force. When the body of a senior official has been found in a filthy sewer, and a
note left in his mouth warns the British to quit India, or else. With barely a moment
to acclimatize to his new life Wyndham is pressured to solve the case before it erupts into
increased violence on the streets. Suddenly Wyndham and his two new colleagues—arrogant
Inspector Digby and Sergeant Banerjee, one of the few Indians to be recruited into the new
CID—embark on an investigation that will take them from the opulent mansions of wealthy
British traders to the seedy opium dens of the city.

The Case of the Missing Servant by Tarquin Hall (Vish Puri Mystery)
Meet Vish Puri, India’s most private investigator. Portly, persistent, and
unmistakably Punjabi, he cuts a determined swath through modern India’s
swindlers, cheats, and murderers. In hot and dusty Delhi, where call centers and
malls are changing the ancient fabric of Indian life, Puri’s main work comes from
screening prospective marriage partners, a job once the preserve of aunties and
family priests. But when an honest public litigator is accused of murdering his
maidservant, it takes all of Puri’s resources to investigate. With his team of
undercover operatives—Tubelight, Flush, and Facecream—Puri combines modern techniques
with principles of detection established in India more than two thousand years ago, and reveals
modern India in all its seething complexity.

Djinn Patrol on the Purple Line by Deepa Anappara
Nine-year-old Jai watches too many reality police shows, thinks he's smarter than
his friend Pari (even though she gets the best grades), and considers himself to be a
better boss than Faiz (even though Faiz is the one with a job). When a classmate
goes missing, Jai decides to use the crime-solving skills he has picked up from TV to
find him. He asks Pari and Faiz to be his assistants and together they draw up lists
of people to interview and places to visit. But what begins as a game turns sinister
as other children start disappearing from their neighborhood. Jai, Pari, and Faiz
have to confront terrified parents, an indifferent police force, and their fears of soul-snatching
djinns. As the disappearances edge ever closer to home, the lives of Jai and his friends will
never be the same again. At times exuberant, at times heartbreaking, Djinn Patrol on the Purple
Line traces the unfolding of a tragedy while capturing the fierce warmth and resilience of a
community forged in times of trouble.

Spanish (Mexico, Spain, etc)

New:
The President and the Frog by Carolina De Robertis
At his modest home on the edge of town, the former president of an unnamed
Latin American country receives a journalist in his famed gardens to discuss his
legacy and the dire circumstances that threaten democracy around the globe. Once
known as the Poorest President in the World, his reputation is the stuff of myth: a
former guerilla who was jailed for inciting revolution before becoming the face of justice,
human rights, and selflessness for his nation. Now, as he talks to the journalist, he wonders if
he should reveal the strange secret of his imprisonment: while held in brutal solitary
confinement, he survived, in part, by discussing revolution, the quest for dignity, and what it
means to love a country, with the only creature who ever spoke back--a loud-mouth frog.

Songs for the Flames by Juan Gabriel Vasquez
A photographer becomes obsessed with the traumatic past that an elegant
woman, a fellow guest staying at a countryside ranch, would rather leave behind.
A military reunion forces a soldier to confront a troubling history, both personal
and on a larger scale. And in a tour-de-force piece, the search for a book leads a
writer to the fascinating story of why a woman is buried next to a graveyard,
rather than in it--and the remarkable account of her journey from France to
Colombia as a child orphan. Juan Gabriel Vasquez returns to stories with these nine morally
complex tales, fresh proof of his narrative versatility and his profound understanding of the
lives of others.

The Soul of a Woman by Isabel Allende
"When I say that I was a feminist in kindergarten, I am not exaggerating," begins
Isabel Allende. As a child, she watched her mother, abandoned by her husband,
provide for her three small children without "resources or voice." Isabel became a
fierce and defiant little girl, determined to fight for the life her mother couldn't
have. As a young woman coming of age in the late 1960s, she rode the second wave
of feminism. Among a tribe of like-minded female journalists, Allende for the first
time felt comfortable in her own skin, as they wrote "with a knife between our teeth" about
women's issues. She has seen what the movement has accomplished in the course of her lifetime.
And over the course of three passionate marriages, she has learned how to grow as a woman
while having a partner, when to step away, and the rewards of embracing one's sexuality. So
what feeds the soul of feminists--and all women—today?

Velvet was the Night by Silivia Moreno-Garcia
1970s, Mexico City. Maite is a secretary who lives for one thing: the latest issue
of Secret Romance. While student protests and political unrest consume the
city, Maite escapes into stories of passion and danger. Her next-door neighbor,
Leonora, a beautiful art student, seems to live a life of intrigue and romance
that Maite envies. When Leonora disappears under suspicious circumstances,
Maite finds herself searching for the missing woman--and journeying deeper
into Leonora's secret life of student radicals and dissidents. Meanwhile,
someone else is also looking for Leonora at the behest of his boss, a shadowy
figure who commands goon squads dedicated to squashing political activists. Elvis is an
eccentric criminal who longs to escape his own life: He loathes violence and loves old movies
and rock 'n' roll. But as Elvis searches for the missing woman, he comes to observe Maite from
a distance--and grows more and more obsessed with this woman who shares his love of music
and the unspoken loneliness of his heart.

Bestsellers:
The House on Mango Street by Sandra Cisneros
Acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught everywhere from innercity grade schools to universities across the country, and translated all over the
world, The House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero.
Told in a series of vignettes – sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous –
it is the story of a young Latina girl growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who
and what she will become.

Of Women and Salt by Gabriela Garcia
In present-day Miami, Jeanette is battling addiction. Daughter of Carmen, a Cuban
immigrant, she is determined to learn more about her family history from her
reticent mother and makes the snap decision to take in the daughter of a neighbor
detained by ICE. Carmen, still wrestling with the trauma of displacement, must
process her difficult relationship with her own mother while trying to raise a
wayward Jeanette. Steadfast in her quest for understanding, Jeanette travels to Cuba
to see her grandmother and reckon with secrets from the past destined to erupt .

One Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel García Márquez
One Hundred Years of Solitude tells the story of the rise and fall, birth and death of
the mythical town of Macondo through the history of the Buendiá family. Inventive,
amusing, magnetic, sad and alive with unforgettable men and women—brimming
with truth, compassion, and a lyrical magic that strikes the soul—this novel is a
masterpiece in the art of fiction.

The Shadow of the Wind by Carlos Ruiz Zafón
Barcelona, 1945: A city slowly heals in the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War, and
Daniel, an antiquarian book dealer's son who mourns the loss of his mother, finds
solace in a mysterious book entitled The Shadow of the Wind, by one Julien Carax.
However, when he sets out to find the author's other works, he makes a shocking
discovery: someone has been systematically destroying every copy of every book
Carax has written. In fact, Daniel may have the last of Carax's books in existence. Soon Daniel's
seemingly innocent quest opens a door into one of Barcelona's darkest secrets--an epic story of
murder, madness, and doomed love.

In the Time of Butterflies by Julia Alvarez
It is November 25, 1960, and three beautiful sisters have been found near their
wrecked Jeep at the bottom of a 150-foot cliff on the north coast of the Dominican
Republic. The official state newspaper reports their deaths as accidental. It does
not mention that a fourth sister lives. Nor does it explain that the sisters were
among the leading opponents of Gen. Rafael Leónidas Trujillo's dictatorship. It
doesn't have to. Everybody knows of Las Mariposas--the Butterflies. In this
extraordinary novel, the voices of all four sisters--Minerva, Patria, María Teresa,
and the survivor, Dedé--speak across the decades to tell their own stories, from secret crushes
to gunrunning, and to describe the everyday horrors of life under Trujillo's rule. Through the art
and magic of Julia Alvarez's imagination, the martyred Butterflies live again in this novel of
courage and love, and the human costs of political oppression.

This is How You Lose Her by Junot Díaz
A New York Times Bestseller, A Pulitzer Prize-winning Author -- Junot Díaz turns his
remarkable talent to the haunting, impossible power of love -- obsessed love, illicit love,
fading love, maternal love. At the heart of these stories is the irrepressible Yunior, a
young hardhead whose yearning for love is equaled only by his recklessness. Through
prose that is endlessly energetic, inventive, tender, and funny, Díaz lays bare the infinite
longing and inevitable weakness of the human heart.

Mysteries:
Blood Wedding by P.J. Brooke
Sub-inspector Max Romero is asked to help investigate the death of Leila, a
beautiful Muslim postgraduate student, researching the impacts of the
Spanish Civil War on Max's home village in the Sierra Nevada. The prime
suspect, Hassan, has links to a supposed terrorist group but the police's
insensitive handling of the case leads to his tragic suicide. As a result, Max
gets co-opted into the anti-terrorist operation based in Granada, which is
destined to go terribly wrong. Meanwhile, Max's fascinating family, headed by
his charismatic grandmother Paula, loom large in the gathering events, while
shadows from the Spanish Civil War crowd in to influence the present.

Inhuman Remains by Quintin Jardin
Her mind still filled with thoughts of her dead ex-husband, Oz, Primavera Blackstone
is in Spain with their son Tom when their peace is breached again with the arrival of
her elderly but formidable aunt, Adrienne McGowan. All is not well in Auntie Ades
world; her roguish son Frank has become involved with a shady international casino
project and has disappeared. Prim flies to Seville to track him down, only to find
herself a fugitive, with her life under threat, as her aunt joins the missing persons
list, and Tom is forced to flee to safety. As she and her companion in danger cross Spain in a
struggle to keep themselves alive, and to free Adrienne, Prim finds herself at the center of a
maelstrom of mystery…

The Neruda Case by Roberto Ampuero
In The Neruda Case, readers are introduced to Cayetano as he takes on his
first case as a private eye. Set against the fraught political world of prePinochet Chile, Castro’s Cuba, and perilous behind-the-Wall East Berlin, this
mystery spans countries, cultures, and political ideas, and features one of
literature’s most beloved figures—Pablo Neruda. Cayetano meets the poet
at a party in Chile in the 1970s. The dying Neruda recruits Cayetano to help
him solve the last great mystery of his life. As Cayetano fumbles around his
first case, finding it hard to embrace the new inspector identity foisted upon
him, he begins to learn more about Neruda’s hidden agenda. Neruda sends
him on a whirlwind expedition around the world, ending back in Chile,
where Pinochet’s coup plays out against the final revelations of their journey.

The Black Jersey by Jorge Zepeda Patterson
There are riders willing to die just to win a single leg of the Tour, careening
downhill at a suicidal ninety kilometers per hour; now I know there are also riders
ready to kill for it. Marc, a French-Colombian professional cyclist with a military
past, is on an elite Tour de France team led by his best friend, Steve, an American
star and a favorite to win this year's Tour. But the competition takes a dark turn
when someone begins eliminating racers in a series of violent "accidents," and all
the remaining athletes become suspects. Marc agrees to help the French police
with their investigation from the inside, but as the days progress, the dangers
grow, and the number of potential murderers--and potential winners--shrinks. In fact, if there's
any team that has been favored by the murderer's actions, it's Marc and Steve's. Who can Marc
trust? Who should he protect? As the finish line approaches, Marc must decide what he's
willing to risk for justice, victory, and friendship.

Native American (US & Canada)

New:
Poet Warrior by Joy Harjo
Poet Laureate Joy Harjo offers a vivid, lyrical, and inspiring call for love and justice
in this contemplation of her trailblazing life. In the second memoir from the first
Native American to serve as US poet laureate, Joy Harjo invites us to travel along
the heartaches, losses, and humble realizations of her "poet-warrior" road. A
musical, kaleidoscopic meditation, Poet Warrior reveals how Harjo came to write
poetry of compassion and healing, poetry with the power to unearth the truth and demand
justice. Weaving together the voices that shaped her, Harjo listens to stories of ancestors and
family, the poetry and music that she first encountered as a child, the teachings of a changing
earth, and the poets who paved her way. She explores her grief at the loss of her mother and
sheds light on the rituals that nourish her as an artist, mother, wife, and community member.
Moving fluidly among prose, song, and poetry, Poet Warrior is a luminous journey of becoming
that sings with all the jazz, blues, tenderness, and bravery that we know as distinctly Joy Harjo.

The Sentence by Louise Erdrich
The Sentence, asks what we owe to the living, the dead, to the reader and to
the book. The store’s most annoying customer haunts a small independent
bookstore in Minneapolis from November 2019 to November 2020. Flora dies
on All Souls' Day, but she simply won't leave the store. Tookie, who has landed
a job selling books after years of incarceration that she survived by reading with
murderous attention, must solve the mystery of this haunting while at the same
time trying to understand all that occurs in Minneapolis during a year of grief,
astonishment, isolation, and furious reckoning. The Sentence begins on All Souls' Day 2019 and
ends on All Souls' Day 2020. Its mystery and proliferating ghost stories during this one year
propel a narrative as rich, emotional, and profound as anything Louise Erdrich has written.

My Heart is a Chainsaw by Stephen Graham Jones
Jade Daniels is an angry, half-Indian outcast with an abusive father, an absent
mother, and an entire town that wants nothing to do with her. She lives in her
own world, a world in which protection comes from an unusual source: horror
movies...especially the ones where a masked killer seeks revenge on a world that
wronged them. And Jade narrates the quirky history of Proofrock as if it is one of
those movies. But when blood actually starts to spill into the waters of Indian
Lake, she pulls us into her dizzying, encyclopedic mind of blood and masked
murderers, and predicts exactly how the plot will unfold.

The Seed Keeper by Diane Wilson
On a winter’s day many years later, Rosalie returns to her childhood home. A
widow and mother, she has spent the previous two decades on her white
husband’s farm, finding solace in her garden even as the farm is threatened first
by drought and then by a predatory chemical company. Now, grieving, Rosalie
begins to confront the past, on a search for family, identity, and a community
where she can finally belong. In the process, she learns what it means to be
descended from women with souls of iron—women who have protected their
families, their traditions, and a precious cache of seeds through generations of hardship and
loss, through war and the insidious trauma of boarding schools.Weaving together the voices of
four indelible women, The Seed Keeper is a beautifully told story of reawakening, of
remembering our original relationship to the seeds and, through them, to our ancestors.

When Two Feathers Fell From the Sky by Margaret Verble
Two Feathers, a young Cherokee horse-diver on loan to Glendale Park Zoo from a
Wild West show, is determined to find her own way in the world. Two’s closest
friend at Glendale is Hank Crawford, who loves horses almost as much as she
does. He is part of a high-achieving, land-owning Black family. Neither Two nor
Hank fit easily into the highly segregated society of 1920s Nashville. When
disaster strikes during one of Two’s shows, strange things start to happen at the
park. Vestiges of the ancient past begin to surface, apparitions appear, and then
the hippo falls mysteriously ill. At the same time, Two dodges her unsettling, lurking admirer
and bonds with Clive, Glendale’s zookeeper and a World War I veteran, who is haunted—
literally—by horrific memories of war. To get to the bottom of it, an eclectic cast of park
performers, employees, and even the wealthy stakeholders must come together,
making When Two Feathers Fell from the Sky an unforgettable and irresistible tale of exotic
animals, lingering spirits, and unexpected friendship.

Bestsellers:
There There by Tommy Orange
Acclaimed by critics, beloved by readers of all ages, taught everywhere from innercity grade schools to universities across the country, and translated all over the
world, The House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero.
Told in a series of vignettes – sometimes heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous –
it is the story of a young Latina girl growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who
and what she will become.

The Round House by Louise Erdrich
In present-day Miami, Jeanette is battling addiction. Daughter of Carmen, a
Cuban immigrant, she is determined to learn more about her family history from
her reticent mother and makes the snap decision to take in the daughter of a
neighbor detained by ICE. Carmen, still wrestling with the trauma of
displacement, must process her difficult relationship with her own mother while
trying to raise a wayward Jeanette. Steadfast in her quest for understanding,
Jeanette travels to Cuba to see her grandmother and reckon with secrets from the past
destined to erupt.

Winter Counts by David Heska Wanbli Weiden
Virgil Wounded Horse is the local enforcer on the Rosebud Indian Reservation in
South Dakota. When the American legal system and the tribal council denies
justice, Virgil is hired to deliver his own punishment, the kind that is hard to
forget. However, when heroin makes its way into the reservation and finds
Virgil’s nephew, his vigilantism suddenly becomes personal. He enlists the help
of his ex-girlfriend and sets out to learn where the drugs are coming from, and how to make
them stop. As Virgil starts to link the pieces together, he must face his own demons and reclaim
his Native identity. He realizes that being a Native American in the twenty-first century comes
at an incredible cost.

Where the Dead Sit Talking by Brandon Hobson
With his single mother in jail, Sequoyah, a fifteen-year-old Cherokee boy, is placed

in foster care with the Troutt family. Literally and figuratively scarred by his
mother’s years of substance abuse, Sequoyah keeps mostly to himself, living with
his emotions pressed deep below the surface. At least until he meets seventeenyear-old Rosemary, a troubled artist who also lives with the family. Sequoyah and
Rosemary bond over their shared Native American background and tumultuous
paths through the foster care system, but as Sequoyah’s feelings toward
Rosemary deepen, the precariousness of their lives and the scars of their pasts threaten to
undo them both.

This Tender Land by William Kent Krueger
In the summer of 1932, on the banks of Minnesota's Gilead River, the Lincoln
Indian Training School is a pitiless place where Native American children,
forcibly separated from their parents, are sent to be educated. It is also home
to Odie O'Banion, a lively orphan whose exploits constantly earn him the
superintendent's wrath. Odie and his brother, Albert, are the only white faces
among the hundreds of Native American children at the school. After
committing a terrible crime, Odie and Albert are forced to flee for their lives along with their
best friend, Mose, a mute young man of Sioux heritage. Out of pity, they also take with them a
brokenhearted little girl named Emmy. Together, they steal away in a canoe, heading for the
mighty Mississippi in search of a place to call home. Over the course of one unforgettable
summer, these four orphan vagabonds journey into the unknown, crossing paths with others
who are adrift, from struggling farmers and traveling faith healers to displaced families and lost
souls of all kinds.

Empire of Wild by Cherie Dimaline
Joan has been searching for her missing husband, Victor, for nearly a year—ever since that
terrible night they’d had their first serious argument hours before he mysteriously
vanished. Her Métis family has lived in their tightly knit rural community for
generations, but no one keeps the old ways . . . until they have to. That moment
has arrived for Joan. One morning, grieving and severely hungover, Joan hears a
shocking sound coming from inside a revival tent in a gritty Walmart parking lot. It
is the unmistakable voice of Victor. Drawn inside, she sees him. He has the same
face, the same eyes, the same hands, though his hair is much shorter and he's wearing a suit.
But he doesn't seem to recognize Joan at all. He insists his name is Eugene Wolff, and that he is
a reverend whose mission is to spread the word of Jesus and grow His flock. Yet Joan suspects
there is something dark and terrifying within this charismatic preacher who professes to be a
man of God . . . something old and very dangerous.

Nonfiction & Bios:
The Heartbeat of the Wounded Knee by David Treuer
In The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee, Treuer melds history with reportage and
memoir. Tracing the tribes' distinctive cultures from first contact, he explores
how the depredations of each era spawned new modes of survival. The
devastating seizures of land gave rise to increasingly sophisticated legal and
political maneuvering that put the lie to the myth that Indians don't know or
care about property. The forced assimilation of their children at governmentrun boarding schools incubated a unifying Native identity. Conscription in the
US military and the pull of urban life brought Indians into the mainstream and modern times,
even as it steered the emerging shape of self-rule and spawned a new generation of
resistance. The Heartbeat of Wounded Knee is the essential, intimate story of a resilient people
in a transformative era.

Braiding Sweetgrass by Robin Wall Kimmerer
Braiding Sweetgrass is poised to be a classic of nature writing. As a botanist, Robin Wall
Kimmerer asks questions of nature with the tools of science. As a member of the Citizen
Potawatomi Nation, she embraces indigenous teachings that consider plants and
animals to be our oldest teachers. Kimmerer brings these two lenses of knowledge
together to take "us on a journey that is every bit as mythic as it is scientific, as
sacred as it is historical, as clever as it is wise" (Elizabeth Gilbert). Drawing on her life
as an indigenous scientist, a mother, and a woman, Kimmerer shows how other
living beings offer us gifts and lessons, even if we've forgotten how to hear their
voices.

You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me by Sherman Alexie
When his mother passed away at the age of 78, Sherman Alexie responded the
only way he knew how: he wrote. The result is this stunning memoir. Featuring
78 poems, 78 essays and intimate family photographs, Alexie shares raw, angry,
funny, profane, tender memories of a childhood few can imagine--growing up
dirt-poor on an Indian reservation, one of four children raised by alcoholic
parents. Throughout, a portrait emerges of his mother as a beautiful, mercurial,
abusive, intelligent, complicated woman. You Don’t Have to Say You Love Me is a powerful
account of a complicated relationship, an unflinching and unforgettable remembrance.

Earth Keeper: Reflections on the American Land by N. Scott Momaday
A beautifully written and poignant tribute to the Earth, from Pulitzer Prizewinning novelist and poet N. Scott Momaday. One of the most distinguished
voices in American letters, N. Scott Momaday has devoted much of his life to
celebrating and preserving Native American culture, especially its oral tradition.
A member of the Kiowa tribe who was born and grew up on Indian reservations
throughout the Southwest, Momaday has an intimate connection to the land he
knows well and loves deeply. In Earth Keeper: Reflections on the American Land,
he reflects on his native ground and its influence on his people. "When I think about my life and
the lives of my ancestors, I am inevitably led to the conviction that I, and they, belong to the
American land. This is a declaration of belonging. And it is an offering to the earth." he writes.
Momaday recalls stories of his childhood, stories that have been passed down through
generations, stories that reveal a profound and sacred connection to the American landscape
and a reverence for the natural world. In this moving work, he offers an homage and a warning.
Momaday reminds us that the Earth is a sacred place of wonder and beauty; a source of
strength and healing that must be protected before it's too late. As he so eloquently yet simply
expresses, we must all be keepers of the Earth.

Heart Berries by Terese Marie Mailhot
Heart Berries is a powerful, poetic memoir of a woman's coming of age on the
Seabird Island Indian Reservation in the Pacific Northwest. Having survived a
profoundly dysfunctional upbringing only to find herself hospitalized and facing
a dual diagnosis of post traumatic stress disorder and bipolar II disorder; Terese
Marie Mailhot is given a notebook and begins to write her way out of trauma.
The triumphant result is Heart Berries, a memorial for Mailhot's mother, a social
worker and activist who had a thing for prisoners; a story of reconciliation with her father--an
abusive drunk and a brilliant artist--who was murdered under mysterious circumstances; and an
elegy on how difficult it is to love someone while dragging the long shadows of shame.
Mailhot’s unique and at times unsettling voice graphically illustrates her mental state. As she
writes, she discovers her own true voice, seizes control of her story, and, in so doing,
reestablishes her connection to her family, to her people, and to her place in the world.

Chinese (Taiwan, China, etc)

New:
Land of Big Numbers by Te-Ping Chen
Cutting between clear-eyed realism and tongue-in-cheek magical realism, Chen’s
stories coalesce into a portrait of a people striving for openings where mobility is
limited. Twins take radically different paths: one becomes a professional gamer,
the other a political activist. A woman moves to the city to work at a government
call center and is followed by her violent ex-boyfriend. A man is swept into the
high-risk, high-reward temptations of China’s volatile stock exchange. And a group
of people sit, trapped for no reason, on a subway platform for months, waiting for official
permission to leave. With acute social insight, Te-Ping Chen layers years of experience reporting
on the ground in China with incantatory prose in this taut, surprising debut, proving herself
both a remarkable cultural critic and an astonishingly accomplished new literary voice.

Dial A for Aunties by Jesse Q. Sutano
When Meddelin Chan ends up accidentally killing her blind date, her
meddlesome mother calls for her even more meddlesome aunties to help get rid
of the body. Unfortunately, a dead body proves to be a lot more challenging to
dispose of than one might anticipate, especially when it is inadvertently shipped
in a cake cooler to the over-the-top billionaire wedding Meddy, her Ma, and
aunties are working at an island resort on the California coastline. It's the biggest
job yet for the family wedding business--Don't leave your big day to chance, leave
it to the Chans --and nothing, not even an unsavory corpse, will get in the way of her auntie's
perfect buttercream flowers.

My Seeing Ghosts by Kat Chow
Kat Chow has always been unusually fixated on death. She worried constantly
about her parents dying---especially her mother. A vivacious and mischievous
woman, Kat's mother made a morbid joke that would haunt her for years to come:
when she died, she'd like to be stuffed and displayed in Kat's future apartment in
order to always watch over her. After her mother dies unexpectedly from cancer,
Kat, her sisters, and their father are plunged into a debilitating, lonely grief. With a
distinct voice that is wry and heartfelt, Kat weaves together a story of the fallout of grief that
follows her extended family as they emigrate from China and Hong Kong to Cuba and America.

A Snake Lies Waiting by Yong Jin
A Snake Lies Waiting is the next in Jin Yong's high stakes, tension-filled
epic Legends of the Condor Heroes series, where kung fu is magic, kingdoms
vie for power and the battle to become the ultimate kung fu master unfolds.
Guo Jing has confronted Apothecary Huang, his sweetheart Lotus Huang's
father, on Peach Blossom Island, and bested the villainous Gallant Ouyang in
the three trials to win the hand of his beloved. But now, along with his two
friends and shifus, Zhou Botong of the Quanzhen Sect, and Count Seven Hong,
Chief of the Beggar Clan, he has walked into another trap. Tricked into
boarding a unseaworthy barge by Apothecary Huang, the three friends will surely drown unless
Lotus--who has overheard her father's plans--can find a way to save them.

Beautiful Country: A Memoir by Qian Julie Wang
In Chinese, the word for America, Mei Guo, translates directly to "beautiful
country." Yet when seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York City in 1994 full of
curiosity, she is overwhelmed by crushing fear and scarcity. In China, Qian's
parents were professors; in America, her family is "illegal" and it will require all the
determination and small joys they can muster to survive. In Chinatown, Qian's
parents labor in sweatshops. Instead of laughing at her jokes, they fight constantly,
taking out the stress of their new life on one another. Shunned by her classmates
and teachers for her limited English, Qian takes refuge in the library and masters the language
through books, coming to think of The Berenstain Bears as her first American friends. And
where there is delight to be found, Qian relishes it: her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza,
weekly "shopping days," when Qian finds small treasures in the trash lining Brooklyn's streets,
and a magical Christmas visit to Rockefeller Center--confirmation that the New York City she
saw in movies does exist after all. But then Qian's headstrong Ma Ma collapses, revealing an
illness that she has kept secret for months for fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor's visit. As
Ba Ba retreats further inward, Qian has little to hold onto beyond his constant
refrain: Whatever happens, say that you were born here, that you've always lived here.

Bestsellers:
The Three Body Problem by Cixin Liu
Set against the backdrop of China's Cultural Revolution, a secret
military project sends signals into space to establish contact with aliens. An
alien civilization on the brink of destruction captures the signal and plans to
invade Earth. Meanwhile, on Earth, different camps start forming, planning
to either welcome the superior beings and help them take over a world seen
as corrupt, or to fight against the invasion. The result is a science fiction masterpiece of
enormous scope and vision.

The Romance of Three Kingdoms Volumes I & II by Lou Guanzhong
This epic saga of brotherhood and rivalry, of loyalty and treachery, of victory
and death forms part of the indelible core of classical Chinese culture and
continues to fascinate modern-day readers. In 220 EC, the 400-year-old rule of
the mighty Han dynasty came to an end and three kingdoms contested for
control of China. Liu Pei, the legitimate heir to the Han throne, elects to fight
for his birthright and enlists the aid of his sworn brothers, the impulsive giant
Chang Fei and the invincible knight Kuan Yu. The brave band faces a
formidable array of enemies, foremost among them the treacherous and
bloodthirsty Ts'ao Ts'ao. The bold struggle of the three heroes seems doomed until the
reclusive wizard Chuko Liang offers his counsel, and the tide begins to turn.

Dream of the Red Chamber by Cao Xueqin
The Story of the Stone" is the first volume of a five volume series that tells the story
of the prestigious Chinese Jia family. The main story line follows the growing up years
of cousins Bao-yu, Dai-yu, and Bao-chai and charts the developing love triangle
between these three main characters. Through his novel, Cao Xueqin also attempts to
describe the lifestyle of this wealthy Chinese family. This story is told against the
backdrop of a fictional magical stone that has been brought to life in the character of
the mischievous boy Bao-yu.

The Good Earth by Pearl S. Buck
The Good Earth is Buck’s classic story of Wang Lung, a Chinese peasant farmer, and
his wife, O-lan, a former slave. With luck and hard work, the couple’s fortunes
improve over the years: They are blessed with sons, and save steadily until one day
they can afford to buy property in the House of Wang—the very house in which O-lan
used to work. But success brings with it a new set of problems. Wang soon finds
himself the target of jealousy, and as good harvests come and go, so does the social
order. Will Wang’s family cherish the estate after he’s gone? And can his material
success, the bedrock of his life, guarantee anything about his soul?

Descendant of the Crane by Joan He
Tyrants cut out hearts. Rulers sacrifice their own. Princess Hesina of Yan has always
been eager to shirk the responsibilities of the crown, but when her beloved father is
murdered, she's thrust into power, suddenly the queen of an unstable kingdom.
Determined to find her father's killer, Hesina does something desperate: she enlists
the aid of a soothsayer―a treasonous act, punishable by death… because in Yan,
magic was outlawed centuries ago. Using the information illicitly provided by the
sooth, and uncertain if she can trust even her family, Hesina turns to Akira―a brilliant
investigator who's also a convicted criminal with secrets of his own. With the future of her
kingdom at stake, can Hesina find justice for her father? Or will the cost be too high?

Girl in Translation by Jean Kwok
When Kimberly Chang and her mother emigrate from Hong Kong to Brooklyn
squalor, she quickly begins a secret double life: exceptional school girl during the
day, Chinatown sweatshop worker in the evenings. Disguising the more difficult
truths of her life-like the staggering degree of her poverty, the weight of her
family's future resting on her shoulders, or her secret love for a factory boy who
shares none of her talent or ambition-Kimberly learns to constantly translate not
just her language but herself back and forth between the worlds she straddles. Through
Kimberly's story, author Jean Kwok, who also emigrated from Hong Kong as a young girl, brings
to the page the lives of countless immigrants who are caught between the pressure to succeed
in America, their duty to their family, and their own personal desires, exposing a world that we
rarely hear about.

Bios:
Fresh Off the Boat: A Memoir by Eddie Huang
Assimilating ain’t easy. Eddie Huang was raised by a wild family of FOB (“fresh off
the boat”) immigrants—his father a cocksure restaurateur with a dark past back in
Taiwan, his mother a fierce protector and constant threat. Young Eddie tried his
hand at everything mainstream America threw his way, from white Jesus to
macaroni and cheese, but finally found his home as leader of a rainbow coalition
of lost boys up to no good: skate punks, dealers, hip-hop junkies, and sneaker
freaks. This is the story of a Chinese-American kid in a could-be-anywhere cul-de-sac blazing his
way through America’s deviant subcultures, trying to find himself, ten thousand miles from his
legacy and anchored only by his conflicted love for his family and his passion for food. Funny,
moving, and stylistically inventive, Fresh Off the Boat is more than a radical reimagining of the
immigrant memoir—it’s the exhilarating story of every American outsider who finds his destiny
in the margins.

The Thorn of Lion City by Lucy Lum
Lucy Lum was the third of seven children, born in Singapore in 1933 into a Chinese
immigrant family ruled with an iron hand by Popo, her fearsome and superstitious
grandmother. Popo is a firm believer in the old ways, in stomach-churning herbalist
remedies, in the dubious fortune-telling of mystics, and in mischievous little girls like
Lucy knowing their place. She is forever dispensing her own wicked brand of justice,
much to the despair of her adopted family. This is Singapore in the 1940s, a former
British colony now living under the specter of the invading Japanese—the hungry
worms crawling down from the north, as Lucy knows them—and fear floods the streets. Lucy's
father, a kind-hearted and talented linguist, finds himself being used by the occupiers as a
translator, and brings back terrifying stories of his merciless employers, which he confides to his
daughter under the heavy teak table they use as a make-shift air raid shelter in the bedroom.

Swimming to Freedom by Kent Wong
A memoir of a childhood amid revolutionary times, where boyish adventures and
school days mixed with dire poverty and political persecution, and a moving story
of an inextinguishable yearning to be free. Mao’s Hundred Flower Campaign
ensnared Kent’s father. A decade later the Cultural Revolution closed schools,
plunged the country into chaos, and scattered Kent and his sisters to disparate
villages where they struggled to eke out a bare existence. Kent began to realize
that with higher education closed to him he had no future in China. So, when he
hooked up with a dissident underground and heard about fellow countrymen braving
extraordinary hardship to reach freedom by swimming across miles of open water to Hong
Kong, he decided to risk his life for a better future.

Sex Cult Nun by Faith Jones
Faith Jones was raised to be part a religious army preparing for the End Times.
Growing up on an isolated farm in Macau, she prayed for hours every day and
read letters of prophecy written by her grandfather, the founder of the
Children of God. Tens of thousands of members strong, the cult followers
looked to Faith’s grandfather as their guiding light. As such, Faith was
celebrated as special and then punished doubly to remind her that she was
not. Over decades, the Children of God grew into an international
organization that became notorious for its alarming sex practices and
allegations of abuse and exploitation. But with indomitable grit, Faith survived, creating a world
of her own—pilfering books and teaching herself high school curriculum. Finally, at age twentythree, thirsting for knowledge and freedom, she broke away, leaving behind everything she
knew to forge her own path in America.

Made in China by Anna Qu
As a teen, Anna Qu is sent by her mother to work in her family's garment factory in
Queens. At home, she is treated as a maid and suffers punishment for doing her
homework at night. Her mother wants to teach her a lesson: she is Chinese, not
American, and such is their tough path in their new country. But instead of
acquiescing, Qu alerts the Office of Children and Family Services, an act with
consequences that impact the rest of her life. Nearly twenty years later, estranged
from her mother and working at a Manhattan start-up, Qu requests her OCFS
report. When it arrives, key details are wrong. Faced with this false narrative, and on the brink
of losing her job as the once-shiny start-up collapses, Qu looks once more at her life's truths,
from abandonment to an abusive family to seeking dignity and meaning in work.

Bend not Break: A Life in Two Worlds by Ping Fu
Born on the eve of China’s Cultural Revolution, Ping Fu was separated from her
family at the age of eight. She grew up fighting hunger and humiliation and
shielding her younger sister from the teenagers in Mao’s Red Guard. At twentyfive, she found her way to the United States; her only resources were $80 and a
few phrases of English. Yet Ping persevered, and the hard-won lessons of her
childhood guided her to success in her new homeland. Aided by her well-honed
survival instincts, a few good friends, and the kindness of strangers, she grew into
someone she never thought she’d be—a strong, independent, entrepreneurial leader.

Korean

New:
My Brilliant Life by Ae-ran Kim
My Brilliant Life interweaves the past and present of a tight-knit family, finding joy
and happiness in even the most difficult times. Areum lives life to its fullest,
vicariously through the stories of his parents, conversations with Little Grandpa
Jang--his sixty-year-old neighbor and best friend--and through the books he reads to
visit the places he would otherwise never see. For several months, Areum has been
working on a manuscript, piecing together his parents' often embellished stories about his
family and childhood. He hopes to present it on his birthday, as a final gift to his mom and dad;
their own falling-in-love story. Through it all, Areum and his family will have you laughing and
crying, for all the right reasons.

The Prisoner: A Memoir by Sok-yong Hwang
In 1993, writer and democracy activist Hwang Sok-yong was sentenced to five
years in the Seoul Detention Center upon his return to South Korea from North
Korea, the country he had fled with his family as a child at the start of the
Korean War. Already a dissident writer well known for his part in the
democracy movement of the 1980s, Hwang's imprisonment forced him to
consider the many prisons to which he was subject--of thought, of writing, of
Cold War nations, of the heart. In this capacious memoir, Hwang moves between his
imprisonment and his life--as a boy in Pyongyang, as a young activist protesting South Korea's
military dictatorships, as a soldier in the Vietnam War, as a dissident writer first traveling
abroad--and in so doing, narrates the dramatic revolutions and transformations of one life and
of Korean society during the twentieth century.

Love in the Big City by Sang Young Park
Love in the Big City is an energetic, joyful, and moving novel that depicts both the
glittering nighttime world of Seoul and the bleary-eyed morning-after. Young is a
cynical yet fun-loving Korean student who pinballs from home to class to the beds
of recent Tinder matches. He and Jaehee, his female best friend and roommate,
frequent nearby bars where they push away their anxieties about their love lives,
families, and money with rounds of soju and ice-cold Marlboro Reds that they keep
in their freezer. Yet over time, even Jaehee leaves Young to settle down, leaving him alone to
care for his ailing mother and to find companionship in his relationships with a series of men,
including one whose handsomeness is matched by his coldness, and another who might end up
being the great love of his life. A brilliantly written novel filled with humor and emotion, Love in
the Big City is an exploration of millennial loneliness as well as the joys of queer life

I’m Waiting for You by Bo Young Kim
In "I'm Waiting for You" and "On My Way," an engaged couple coordinate their
separate missions to distant corners of the galaxy to ensure--through relativity-they can arrive back on Earth simultaneously to make it down the aisle. But small
incidents wreak havoc on space and time, driving their wedding date further away.
As centuries on Earth pass and the land and climate change, one thing is constant:
the desire of the lovers to be together. In "The Prophet of Corruption" and "That
One Life," humanity is viewed through the eyes of its creators: godlike beings for which
everything on Earth--from the richest woman to a speck of dirt--is an extension of their will.
When one of the creations questions the righteousness of this arrangement, it is deemed a
perversion--a disease--that must be excised and cured. Yet the Prophet Naban, whose "child" is
rebelling, isn't sure the rebellion is bad. What if that which is considered criminal is instead the
natural order--and those who condemn it corrupt?

Beasts of a Little Land by Juhea Kim
In 1917, deep in the snowy mountains of occupied Korea, an impoverished local
hunter on the brink of starvation saves a young Japanese officer from an attacking
tiger. In an instant, their fates are connected—and from this encounter unfolds a
saga that spans half a century. In the aftermath, a young girl named Jade is sold by
her family to Miss Silver’s courtesan school, an act of desperation that will cement
her place in the lowest social status. When she befriends an orphan boy named Jung
Ho, who scrapes together a living begging on the streets of Seoul, they form a deep
friendship. As they come of age, Jung Ho is swept up in the revolutionary fight for
independence, and Jade becomes a sought-after performer with a new romantic prospect of
noble birth. Soon Jade must decide whether she will risk everything for the one who would do
the same for her. From the perfumed chambers of a courtesan school in Pyongyang to the
glamorous cafes of a modernizing Seoul and the boreal forests of Manchuria, where battles
rage, Juhea Kim’s unforgettable characters forge their own destinies as they wager their
nation’s.

Bestsellers:
The Vegetarian by Kang Han
Before the nightmares began, Yeong-hye and her husband lived an
ordinary, controlled life. But the dreams—invasive images of blood and
brutality—torture her, driving Yeong-hye to purge her mind and renounce
eating meat altogether. It’s a small act of independence, but it interrupts her
marriage and sets into motion an increasingly grotesque chain of events at
home. As her husband, her brother-in-law and sister each fight to reassert their
control, Yeong-hye obsessively defends the choice that’s become sacred to her.
Soon their attempts turn desperate, subjecting first her mind, and then her body, to ever more
intrusive and perverse violations, sending Yeong-hye spiraling into a dangerous, bizarre
estrangement, not only from those closest to her, but also from herself .

The Plotters by Un-su Kim
Behind every assassination, there is an anonymous mastermind--a plotter--working in the
shadows. Plotters quietly dictate the moves of the city's most dangerous
criminals, but their existence is little more than legend. Just who are the
plotters? And more important, what do they want? Reseng is an assassin.
Raised by a cantankerous killer named Old Raccoon in the crime
headquarters "The Library," Reseng never questioned anything: where to go,
who to kill, or why his home was filled with books that no one ever read. But
one day, Reseng steps out of line on a job, toppling a set of carefully
calibrated plans. And when he uncovers an extraordinary scheme set into
motion by an eccentric trio of young women--a convenience store clerk, her wheelchair-bound
sister, and a cross-eyed librarian--Reseng will have to decide if he will remain a pawn or finally
take control of the plot.

Please Look After Mom by Kyung-Sook Shin
When sixty-nine-year-old So-nyo is separated from her husband among the
crowds of the Seoul subway station, her family begins a desperate search to find
her. Yet as long-held secrets and private sorrows begin to reveal themselves, they
are forced to wonder: how well did they actually know the woman they called
Mom? Told through the piercing voices and urgent perspectives of a daughter,
son, husband, and mother, Please Look After Mom is at once an authentic picture
of contemporary life in Korea and a universal story of family love .

The Disaster Tourist by Yun Ko-Eun
Jungle is a cutting–edge travel agency specializing in tourism to destinations
devastated by disaster and climate change. And until she found herself at the
mercy of a predatory colleague, Yona was one of their top representatives. Now
on the verge of losing her job, she’s given a proposition: take a paid “vacation”
to the desert island of Mui and pose as a tourist to assess the company’s least
profitable holiday. When she uncovers a plan to fabricate an extravagant
catastrophe, she must choose: prioritize the callous company to whom she’s
dedicated her life, or embrace a fresh start in a powerful new position?

Pachinko by Min Jin Lee
In the early 1900s, teenaged Sunja, the adored daughter of a crippled fisherman,
falls for a wealthy stranger at the seashore near her home in Korea. He promises
her the world, but when she discovers she is pregnant--and that her lover is
married--she refuses to be bought. Instead, she accepts an offer of marriage from
a gentle, sickly minister passing through on his way to Japan. But her decision to
abandon her home, and to reject her son's powerful father, sets off a dramatic
saga that will echo down through the generations. Richly told and profoundly
moving, Pachinko is a story of love, sacrifice, ambition, and loyalty. From bustling
street markets to the halls of Japan's finest universities to the pachinko parlors of the criminal
underworld, Lee's complex and passionate characters--strong, stubborn women, devoted
sisters and sons, fathers shaken by moral crisis--survive and thrive against the indifferent arc of
history.

The Orphan Master’s Son by Adam Johnson
Pak Jun Do is the haunted son of a lost mother—a singer “stolen” to
Pyongyang—and an influential father who runs a work camp for orphans.
Superiors in the North Korean state soon recognize the boy’s loyalty and keen
instincts. Considering himself “a humble citizen of the greatest nation in the
world,” Jun Do rises in the ranks. He becomes a professional kidnapper who must
navigate the shifting rules, arbitrary violence, and baffling demands of his
overlords in order to stay alive. Driven to the absolute limit of what any human being could
endure, he boldly takes on the treacherous role of rival to Kim Jong Il in an attempt to save the
woman he loves, Sun Moon, a legendary actress “so pure, she didn’t know what starving people
looked like.” Part breathless thriller, part story of innocence lost, part story of romantic
love, The Orphan Master’s Son is also a riveting portrait of a world heretofore hidden from
view: a North Korea rife with hunger, corruption, and casual cruelty but also camaraderie,
stolen moments of beauty, and love.

Mysteries & Thrillers:
The Only Child by Mi-Ae Seo
Criminal psychologist Seonkyeong receives an unexpected call one day. Yi
Byeongdo, a serial killer whose gruesome murders shook the world, wants to be
interviewed. Yi Byeongdo, who has refused to speak to anyone until now, asks
specifically for her. Seonkyeong agrees out of curiosity. That same day Hayeong,
her husband's eleven-year-old daughter from a previous marriage, shows up at
their door after her grandparents, with whom she lived after her mother passed
away, die in a sudden fire. Seonkyeong wants her to feel at home, but is
gradually unnerved as the young girl says very little and acts strangely. At work and at home,
Seonkyeong starts to unravel the pasts of the two new arrivals in her life and begins to see
startling similarities. Hayeong looks at her the same way Yi Byeongdo does when he recounts
the abuse he experienced as a child; Hayeong's serene expression masks a temper that she
can't control. Plus, the story she tells about her grandparents' death, and her mother's before
that, deeply troubles Seonkyeong. So much so that Yi Byeongdo picks up on it and starts giving
her advice.

The Last Story of Mina Lee by Nancy Jooyoun Kim
Margot Lee's mother, Mina, isn't returning her calls. It's a mystery to twenty-sixyear-old Margot, until she visits her childhood apartment in Koreatown, LA, and
finds that her mother has suspiciously died. The discovery sends Margot digging
through the past, unraveling the tenuous invisible strings that held together her
single mother's life as a Korean War orphan and an undocumented immigrant,
only to realize how little she truly knew about her mother. Interwoven with
Margot's present-day search is Mina's story of her first year in Los Angeles as
she navigates the promises and perils of the American myth of reinvention.
While she's barely earning a living by stocking shelves at a Korean grocery store, the last thing
Mina ever expects is to fall in love. But that love story sets in motion a series of events that
have consequences for years to come, leading up to the truth of what happened the night of
her death.

A Person of Interest by Susun Choi
Professor Lee, an Asian-born mathematician near retirement age would seem the
last person to attract the attention of FBI agents. Yet after a colleague becomes the
latest victim of a serial bomber, Lee must endure the undermining power of
suspicion and face the ghosts of his past. With its propulsive drive, vividly realized
characters, and profound observations about soul and society, Pulitzer Prize-finalist
Susan Choi's novel is as thrilling as it is lyrical. Intricately plotted and psychologically
acute, A Person of Interest exposes the fault lines of paranoia and dread that have
fractured American life and asks how far one man must go to escape his regrets.

The Mermaid from Jeju by Sumi Hahn
In the aftermath of World War II, Goh Junja is a girl just coming into her own. She
is the latest successful deep sea diver in a family of strong haenyeo. Confident she
is a woman now, Junja urges her mother to allow her to make the Goh family's
annual trip to Mt. Halla, where they trade abalone and other sea delicacies for
pork. Junja, a sea village girl, has never been to the mountains, where it smells like
mushrooms and earth. While there, she falls in love with a mountain boy Yang
Suwol, who rescues her after a particularly harrowing journey. But when Junja returns one day
later, it is just in time to see her mother take her last breath, beaten by the waves during a dive
she was taking in Junja's place.

Romance:
If You Leave Me by Crystal Hana Kim
An emotionally riveting debut novel about war, family, and forbidden love-the
unforgettable saga of two ill-fated lovers in Korea and the heartbreaking choices
they're forced to make in the years surrounding the civil war that still haunts us
today. When the Communist-backed army from the North invaded her village,
sixteen-year-old Haemi Lee, along with her widowed mother and ailing brother,
was forced to flee to a refugee camp along the coast. Now, for a few hours each
night, she escapes her family's makeshift home and tragic circumstances with her
childhood friend Kyunghwan. Focused on finishing school, Kyunghwan doesn't realize his older
and wealthier cousin, Jisoo, has his sights set on the beautiful and spirited Haemi-and is
determined to marry her before joining the fight. But as Haemi becomes a wife, then a mother,
her decision to forsake the boy she always loved to ensure the security of her family sets off a
dramatic saga that will have profound effects for generations to come.

Heart and Seoul by Jen Frederick
As a Korean adoptee, Hara Wilson doesn't need anyone telling her she looks
different from her white parents. She knows. Every time Hara looks in the
mirror, she's reminded that she doesn't look like anyone else in her family-not
her loving mother, Ellen; not her jerk of a father, Pat; and certainly not Pat's
new wife and new "real" son. At the age of twenty-five, she thought she had
come to terms with it all, but when her father suddenly dies, an offhand
comment at his funeral triggers an identity crisis that has her running off to
Seoul in search of her roots. What Hara finds there has all the makings of a classic K-drama: a
tall, mysterious stranger who greets her at the airport, spontaneous adventures across the city,
and a mess of familial ties, along with a red string of destiny that winds its way around her
heart and soul. Hara goes to Korea looking for answers, but what she gets instead is love--a
forbidden love that will either welcome Hara home...or destroy her chance of finding one

